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Abstract The aim of this article is to explore whether—from the subjective perspective of people born before
the end of WWII—systemic transformation brought about significant changes in their individual
lives, and if yes—what was the meaning of those changes for them. In particular, I examine how experiences related to the events that preceded systemic transformation in Poland or took place during
its most intensive stage are reflected in contemporary biographical narratives of 49 persons aged 72
or more, for whom the period of professional activity, in whole or in major part, occurred in the times
of the Polish People’s Republic. I perform the analysis in three steps. First, I investigate the place of
systemic transformation in the narratives, and consider the reasons why it is relatively often absent
or poorly reflected there. Second, I present thematic motifs prevailing in those interviews where
references to the systemic change appear. In the third step, I investigate the meaning of experiences
connected with transformation for the narrators, the accompanying emotions—some of them still
persisting—and ways in which the narrators incorporated those experiences into their biographies.
The underlying narratives come from people who were drawn for a nationwide quantitative panel
survey many years ago, in 1987, and participated in it for the next 25-30 years.
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T

he political, economic, and social changes
1

which began in Poland in the 1980s and evolved

with great intensity throughout the 1990s had a varied impact on individual biographies. Some people
The works leading to this publication were carried out within the following projects financed by the National Science
Center, Poland: “Significant Life Events and Turning Points
in the Biographies of the Oldest Respondents of the Polish
Panel Survey POLPAN” (grant no. 2017/25/N/HS6/01928) and
“Multidimensional Biographies and Social Structure: Poland
1988-2018” (grant no. 2017/25/B/HS6/02697).
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perceived them as a time when new opportunities

just entering adult life,3 as compared to conditions

and chances opened up, while others experienced

for mature people, for whom the period of the most

a sense of uncertainty or social degradation; for

intense professional activity and important person-

many, the transformation brought about a mosaic of

al decisions coincided with the times of the Polish

ambivalent experiences. The perception of, and ad-

People’s Republic. In the period of social and eco-

aptation to, these changes depended on many fac-

nomic changes, younger and older people were at

tors, well researched by macro-structural sociology,

different stages of their personal life and profes-

such as the place in the social structure (including

sional career; they differed in their life experienc-

different characteristics: from social origin, through

es and motivations, which often had an impact on

education, to achieved status or position in the labor

how they perceived and experienced the changes.

market), political views (often related to previous

Moreover, contemporary survey studies (e.g., CBOS

biographical experiences, one’s own or parents’),

2019a) indicate that even today—30 years after the

and psychological characteristics (authoritarianism,

most intensive transformational changes—age is

self-confidence, etc.).2 In this context, a factor that

one of the most important factors differentiating the

undeniably influenced the type of experience asso-

opinions of respondents as to whether it was worth-

ciated with the most turbulent period of transfor-

while to change the system in 1989 and whether the

mation was the age of the people who experienced

introduced changes brought more losses or benefits.

the events. As Glen H. Elder Jr. (1994:6) wrote,

Survey methods, however, cannot provide an exhaustive answer when we are interested in sourc-

Especially in rapidly changing societies, differences

es of such opinions, especially in their biographical

in birth year expose individuals to different historical

background. This kind of analysis can be conducted

worlds, with their constraints and options. Individual

with the use of qualitative methods.

life courses may well reflect these different times.

Over the last few years, Polish sociologists who
Systemic transformation created different opportu-

study social changes from a biographical perspec-

nities and limitations for young people, who were

tive have devoted many publications to the subject
of systemic transformation (e.g., Domecka and Mro-

Polish sociological literature on systemic transformation, both
in the quantitative and qualitative paradigm, is extremely rich.
The following works encompass numerous references to books
and articles devoted to this topic: Kolasa-Nowak (2005; 2010;
2012; 2014), Doktór (2010). An edited volume containing a selection of sociological works from the 1990s (Krzemiński 2010)
is also worth mentioning. As for the qualitative approach, I refer to selected works in footnote 17. Since empirical analysis
presented in this article is based on (qualitative) data collected from the participants in the Polish Panel Survey POLPAN,
I also want to mention those works based on the fundamental
(quantitative) part of POLPAN that are most relevant to the
topic of systemic change in Poland: Slomczynski (2000; 2002),
Slomczynski and Marquart-Pyatt (2007); see also articles listed
on polpan.org/en/publications/articles.
2

zowicki 2008; Mrozowicki 2011; Gospodarczyk and
Leyk 2012; Kaźmierska 2016). Most of these works
focus on investigating the life courses of people
born during the socialist era. In contrast, in this article, I analyze contemporary biographical narratives
(collected in the last five years) of people born in
the years 1922-1942 who were aged 72 or over at the
See, e.g., Mach (2003; 2005), Tarkowska and Korzeniewska
(2002), Tarkowska (2007), Rek-Woźniak (2016).
3
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time of the interview. In the symbolic breakthrough

ond, I present thematic motifs prevailing in those

year of 1989, they were between 47 and 67 years old

interviews where references to the systemic change

and were generally at an advanced stage of their ca-

appear. All three threads repeated in the largest

reers or had already retired. What is also important,

number of interviews turn out to be related to the

a vast majority of the narrators can be classified as

sphere of work and employment. In the third step,

so-called “ordinary people”—they were not active

I seek to deepen the analysis by examining not only

actors in social and political life during the transfor-

what the narrators are talking about, but also how

mation period.

they are doing it. I investigate the meaning of experiences connected with transformation for the nar-

Systemic transformation is widely regarded by his-

rators, the accompanying emotions—some of them

torians and social researchers as the most important

still persisting—and ways in which the narrators in-

socio-political event (or rather process) in the post-

corporated those experiences into their biographies.

war history of Poland. Its evaluation is still a subject
of public debate; it is also connected with the assess-

I consider my work to be a continuation and exten-

ment of the previous period, that of socialist regime.

sion of the biographically orientated studies on Pol-

The aim of this article is to explore whether from

ish transformation that were carried out by the au-

the subjective perspective of people born before the

thors mentioned above. Due to presenting the expe-

end of the WWII systemic transformation brought

riences of older Poles, this article enhances the so far

about significant changes in their individual lives,

accumulated knowledge of the subjective perception

and if yes—what was the meaning of those changes

of systemic change. The interviewees are over 72 and

for them. In particular, I seek to answer the follow-

they perceive past events in a specific time perspec-

ing research question: whether and how biographi-

tive—the perspective of their long lives, which leads

cal stories of 49 narrators born in the years 1922-1942

(at least some of) them to make summaries and un-

reflect the experience of the most intensive period

dertake reflection on their entire biography. These

of systemic transformation, that is, the events of the

facts allow us to see their experiences related to sys-

1980s and 1990s—the emergence and development

temic transformation (or: the lack of such experienc-

of the “Solidarity” movement, the introduction of

es) in a wide context of their life courses. Focusing on

martial law, the economic crisis of the 1980s, the re-

the narratives of the participants from one age group

vival of “Solidarity” in the late 1980s, the collapse

makes it possible to thoroughly analyze those as-

of the socialist system and related political chang-

pects of their experiences from the period of system-

es of 1989 and the early 1990s, the economic trans-

ic transformation that were related to their age and

formation of the 1990s and its social consequences.

cohort(s) to which they belonged. The application of

I perform the analysis in three steps. First, I inves-

biographical approach leads to identifying some so-

tigate the place of systemic transformation in the

cial and psychological mechanisms that are difficult

narratives, and consider the reasons why it is rel-

to observe in survey studies, but are likely to contrib-

atively often absent or poorly reflected there. Sec-

ute to the results obtained in them.
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Research Material and Method of
Analysis

society during the times of the Polish People’s Republic. The basic socio-demographic characteristics
of the narrators are presented in the appendix at the

This article is based on 49 biographical interviews

end of this article.

conducted in 2014-2019 with selected respondents of
the Polish Panel Survey POLPAN (www.polpan.org),

The consequence of selecting narrators from among

born in the years 1922-1942, that is, belonging to the

the participants drawn (formerly) for the POLPAN

oldest group of the survey participants. POLPAN is

survey is that the “biographical subsample” consists

a quantitative study of social structure, repeated ev-

of people who experienced systemic transformation

ery five years among the same respondents, with the

in different ways, or even, in their own opinion, did

participants from the youngest age group being reg-

not experience it at all. They were not usually active

ularly added in each wave since 1998. Originally, in

actors in social and political life during the trans-

1987, respondents selected to participate in the POL-

formation period. They did not belong to the elites

PAN survey were aged 21-65 and formed a nation-

(neither old nor new) that shaped the new reality at

wide representative random sample (Słomczyński,

a supra-individual level. The reason why they were

Tomescu-Dubrow, and Dubrow 2015).

selected for biographical research was also not because they belonged to the category of “beneficia-

The authors of the biographical research project4

ries” or “victims” of the transformation (Pisz 2000),

sought to select highly diverse interviewees in

its “winners” or “losers” (Jarosz 2005). To a certain

terms of education, belonging to socio-occupation-

extent, their ways of experiencing transformation

al categories (at the time of the interview or in the

may therefore overlap with the experiences of oth-

past), region, and size of the place of residence. As

er so-called “ordinary” Poles, although, of course,

for occupational diversity, the “biographical subsa-

we cannot speak of any “qualitative representative-

mple” consists of relatively many people with the

ness” here.

experience of working in industrial plants, public
offices, and institutions, or on a farm, yet there is

Although participants of the biographical project

only one artist and very few people who ran their

formally belong to the category of “the oldest POL-

own business during any period of their lives. This

PAN respondents,” they do not represent a homoge-

“imbalance” reflects—at least to some extent—the

neous age group and they certainly do not represent

real occupational divisions that existed in the Polish

a generation in the sociological sense. The birth dates

All biographical interviews were conducted at the Institute of
Philosophy and Sociology of the Polish Academy of Sciences,
in three stages. The original project of the pilot biographical
study was developed by Dr. Piotr Filipkowski in cooperation
with Dr. Katarzyna Andrejuk and carried out with the participation of Danuta Życzyńska-Ciołek. The latter then continued
this undertaking under two separate projects. Most of the interviews are available in Polish from the IFiS PAN Qualitative
Data Archive (www.adj.ifispan.pl).
4

of the oldest and youngest narrators are as many as
20 years apart, which means that their socialization,
education, and entering adulthood took place under
very different historical circumstances: in the case
of the oldest respondents, these processes had begun before WWII and were brutally interrupted by
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it, while in the case of the youngest ones, those pro-

The intention of the biographical project’s authors

cesses fell entirely within the first two decades of

was to conduct the interviews using the method of

the Polish People’s Republic. As a consequence, the

Fritz Schütze’s (1983; 2016) autobiographical narrative

participants of the biographical project differ sig-

interview, which means that the first, fundamental

nificantly in their experiences during the most for-

phase of the interview should consist in the respon-

mative periods of their lives, that is, childhood and

dents’ free-flowing narrative on their own lives. In

youth. Also, the time of transformational break-

practice, the conversation often took the form of an

through, which was conventionally set (at least until

unstructured, in-depth interview, usually with lon-

recently6) in 1989, “found” the narrators on various

ger narrative fragments (Filipkowski and Życzyńs-

life stages: the oldest ones had already reached the

ka-Ciołek 2019). Also, the research was not aimed

age of 65 and sometimes had at least a few years of

(especially initially) at exploring any specific subject

retirement behind them, while the youngest did not

or sociological problem (in particular: the systemic

reach the age of 50 and had to face the labor mar-

transformation experience). The researchers did not

ket turbulences. Their experience and the way they

have a predetermined list of topics to be addressed

lived through systemic transformation could there-

or questions to be asked, whether in the final phase

fore be varied also because of that reason, which

of the interview (if the interview was conducted ac-

probably has not been fully captured in this paper.

cording to the planned pattern), or in the course of

5

the interview (if this form was not retained). NeverAs the aspect of age is important for the analysis

theless, as far as events such as significant historical

presented in this article, it is worth mentioning that

and political changes are concerned, the researchers

there is a significant age difference between the nar-

usually asked questions about WWII and the period

rators and the interviewers. The researchers who

of transformational changes (if the interviewee did

conducted the biographical interviews were in their

not raise these topics him/herself).

30s or 40s at that time, so they were at least 30 years
(and sometimes many more) younger than the inter-

For the purpose of this article, I did not conduct

viewees. I will refer to this fact in the next section of

an in-depth analysis of interviews using the Fritz

this article.

Schütze’s method, although I sometimes invoke his
terminology and assumptions. I treated the inter-

In her book on adolescence of young people from intellectual
families born in 1926-1930, Hanna Świda-Ziemba (2003) wrote
about how the age difference of even one year could have significantly influenced the processes of socialization and education.
5

In the CBOS survey of January 2019, the respondents were
asked: “Which event can be said to mark the end of the communist system in Poland?” The highest percentage of those
surveyed, 25%, chose, “The first completely democratic elections to the Polish Parliament and Senate in 1991,” while 22%
indicated the “Round Table Talks in the spring of 1989.” Ten
years earlier, the respective percentages were 9% and 40%
(CBOS 2019b).
6
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views in a cross-sectional way, looking for references to the events of the 1980s and 1990s.7 In each
case, however, before quoting or interpreting an interviewee’s statement, I considered it in the context
of the entire narrated biography. I focused on those
fragments of the interviews that were narrative in
I performed thematic coding (Gibbs 2007) using the MAXQDA
software.
7
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nature, that is, when the interviewees talked about

interested in. It seemed more interesting to me that

events they took part in or events which took place

the interviewees relatively rarely spontaneously re-

in their immediate vicinity. These parts of the nar-

ferred even to those social consequences of systemic

ratives were often accompanied by vivid emotions.

transformation that were potentially felt in every-

I treated fragments which contained general opin-

day life, such as, for example, the hyperinflation

ions or comparisons (especially comparisons of the

of 1989-1990 or unemployment rising in the 1990s.

period “after the transformation”—or the narrative

The narrators’ stories about this period of their

“present”—with the times of the Polish People’s Re-

own biographies most often focused on situations

public) in a secondary way and I have not analyzed

from their family or occupational life, sometimes

them in detail here. I assume that the analysis of

on health problems, and were devoid of a broader

narrative fragments allows us to get better insights

context, while the background for the events usual-

into the interviewees’ experiences at the time than

ly involved the closest social environment, co-creat-

the analysis of descriptive or argumentative parts.

ed by the members of the narrator’s family, friends,

Although it seems appropriate to consider the “me-

or co-workers. If we recall the distinction between

diating aspect of time” (Piotrowski 2016a:239) and

two styles of narration developed in the 1990s by

influences of public discourse(s) when collecting

the Department of Sociology of Culture at the Uni-

stories about events that took place 20 or 30 years

versity of Lodz, one can say that the narratives dis-

ago, in this article, I decided to leave aside the issue

cussed here were most often “inrooted in a milieu,”

of collective memory of systemic transformation,

while the cases of being “inrooted in history (theo-

which has been already discussed by other authors

ry)” were relatively rare (Piotrowski 2016a; 2016b).8

(e.g., Bernhard and Kubik 2014; Breuer and Delius

Adam Mrozowicki (2011:125) uses the expressions

2017; Laczó and Wawrzyniak 2017).

“neutralization of history” and “private frames of
remembering” to characterize such a narrative style

(Non)Presence of Transformation in
Biographical Narratives

that omits the broader social and historical background. However, if references to the socio-political situation spontaneously appeared in interviews,

The first thing that draws attention when looking

they usually did when the “grand” history became

for “transformation themes” in the biographical

directly present in the narrator’s life, or the lives of

interviews with the POLPAN respondents is the
small number of spontaneous references to the historical circumstances and events of the 1980s and
1990s. This “omission” is not limited to purely political events (such as the Round Table Talks), which
some of the narrators could then probably view as
something that took place “somewhere far away, in
Warsaw,” in the sphere of politics that they were not

“Inrooting in history means...the narrator’s tendency to place
and interpret their own biographical and inter-biographical
processes in the plan of historical and social macro processes
and refer to theoretical categories (knowledge) and/or various
ideological and historiosophical models. From this perspective, the course of one’s own experiences is presented as a case
that illustrates a general regularity. Inrooting in a milieu, on the
other hand, involves telling and interpreting one’s own experiences in terms of the course of events and dependencies taking
place on a micro scale of the immediate living environment”
(Piotrowski 2016b:49).
8
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their closest friends, which means that it was diffi-

is true: the focus on the spheres of family,9 work,

cult for the narrator to explain their individual sit-

and health is the norm, while the exceptions from

uation or the reasons behind their decisions with-

this norm should be explained. However, in the

out invoking history. It was often the case that the

discussion below, I will refer to the explanations

memories of these events were accompanied by

I found in the empirical material.

emotions, still strong after 25 or 30 years. The kinds
of situations and decisions that are meant here will

Firstly, the narrators themselves sometimes explain

be explained later on.

their lack of interest in socio-political events by referring to their heavy burden of hard work that left nei-

What happened when the researcher directly asked

ther time nor energy to look at their own lives from

a question about the events of the 1980s and 1990s

a broader perspective. Paradoxically, sometimes this

and their reflection in the narrator’s life? Most of-

justification coincides with a high value placed on

ten, the interlocutor recalled certain experiences

such work. This factor would explain the absence of

and situations from their life or from the life of their

“grand” history in the narratives of the majority of

immediate social circle that were connected with

farmers from our set of interviews, especially those

the transformational changes. Occasionally, these

who were poorly educated, sometimes struggling

memories were placed in the context of collective

with difficult material situation, and sometimes

identity, for example, the experiences of one’s own

simply attached to the idea of “hard work” as one of

socio-professional group. If the interviewee did not

the central values of peasant tradition. One example

refer to the events from their own life when answer-

can be a statement by Stefan,10 a farmer who was

ing the researcher’s question, they sometimes ex-

also a manual worker of the railways:

pressed general opinions and views on the changes
that took place in the country (such reflections, not

I wasn’t particularly interested...I wasn’t interested in

rooted in biographical experience, will be treated

that or... Because there was no time, you know, to fol-

as a background in this article, since I am mostly

low it, because I had, well, I had 16 hectares of fields

interested in narratives about events). In a few inter-

here! It was waiting for work to be done, and the an-

views, however, the narrators clearly stated that—

imals... Four cows, two horses... You know, I had a lot

from their subjective perspective—they had not no-

of work to do. [W2/19]

ticed systemic transformation at all, or had not been
interested in it.

However, a similar focus on tasks related to work can
also be found in the biographical story of a private

The absence or weak presence of historical circum-

entrepreneur with secondary education, who man-

stances in a biographical narrative may stem from

aged his own business until the age of 75 (and later

various reasons. However, the issue of reasons
suggests that this situation constitutes an exception that needs to be clarified. Perhaps the opposite
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As CBOS surveys (2017; 2019c) show, most Poles invariably
point out that family is the most important value for them.
9

10

The names of the interlocutors have been changed.
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worked part-time). When asked about the transfor-

the concerns about today’s evaluation of the narra-

mation, he immediately recalled an investment he

tors’ previous role and attitudes.12 In Fritz Schütze’s

was making at the time, and moved on to discuss

terminology, we would be dealing here with the

its organizational and financial details, without any

fading out of awareness (Ausblendung): whether un-

direct reference to the broader socio-political or eco-

intentional (in the past) or intentional (currently).13

nomic situation. As this example suggests, it may

Omission of difficult experiences may be connected

not always be about the external necessity to focus

with insufficient trust in the researcher, addition-

on the sphere of work, but, instead, it is sometimes

ally reinforced by the current (as well as previous,

about a more or less conscious choice of priorities in

existing in the early 1990s) public discourse, which

life or about highly internationalized values.

stigmatized anything connected with the Polish
People’s Republic. Another reason for distrust may

Secondly, the focus on events from everyday or pri-

also be that the researcher—a person who is sever-

vate life can be temporary, for example, caused by

al decades younger—will not understand the com-

unexpected, sometimes dramatic events that coin-

plexity of the circumstances under which the narra-

cided with the period of systemic transformation (as

tor made his/her life decisions.

in the case of the female narrator who became a care
provider of a disabled grandchild at that time, and

The fourth explanation would be related to the

experienced serious family problems). The inter-

relativization of the importance of transformation-

views conducted within other studies (Mach 2018)

al changes: in the context of the narrators’ other

and by myself in other projects11 indicate that the

difficult experiences during their long lives, such

argument “I didn’t have mental space for it at the

changes may seem to be a relatively insignificant

time” is also used in relation to systemic transformation by younger people who started their adult
lives during that period: they entered into relationships, started families, or were absorbed in their
student life.
Thirdly, I believe that in the case of some interlocutors who fared quite well in the socialist system and
held relatively high positions in it, the omission of
the transformation as a topic may be due to their difficulties in surviving the collapse of the system and

For instance, the project “RePast—Revisiting the Past,
Anticipating the Future,” funded from the European Union’s
Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation Program (Grant
Agreement no. 769252).
11

I suppose it might have been equally difficult for some people to talk about participation in ownership transformations
(privatization) in the 1990s, but I did not find such references
in the interviews.
12

One example is the biographical story of Maria, a civil servant who worked for 35 years in one of the central government
agencies. She retired in late 1989 under circumstances that
were not fully explained in the interview. As she says, a new
person was employed in the office at that time and she “reported to others.” The narrator presents the previous atmosphere
and working conditions in the office with great sentiment, she
also defends good opinions about Jerzy Urban, who was the
face of government propaganda in the 1980s. At the same time,
she answers the question about systemic transformation as follows: “You know, I have that character, my husband says I don’t
give a damn about anything...I didn’t feel any such changes
really” (W1/10). The interview reader can be struck by the contradiction between good memories of the socialist times and
the narrator’s marginalization (even banalization) of the experience of the collapse of this system. In this respect, Maria’s story contrasts with that of another narrator, Elżbieta, who openly
spoke about her membership in ORMO (volunteer citizens’ police) and her role in blocking the establishment of “Solidarity”
in the office where she worked in a management position.
13
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historical turmoil. WWII, which ruined the child-

also have had an impact on the narrator’s life trajec-

hood and youth of some interviewees, sometimes

tory in the transition period.

seems to be much more important in the contemporary narratives (despite the considerable dis-

Sixthly, the inability to comment on the situation in

tance in time) than any subsequent historical cir-

the late 1980s and early 1990s may stem from the

cumstances.14 The longue durée perspective used by

belief that the question about abstract “transforma-

the older narrators to view their lives is evidenced

tions” or “changes” is more about the world of “seri-

by the fact that when asked about the general as-

ous politics,” which the interlocutor is not interested

sessment of the socialist period in Poland, they

in,15 has no influence on, or does not feel competent

sometimes use comparisons referring not to the

to comment on, and not about the experience of ev-

years after systemic transformation or to the pres-

eryday life. The latter interpretation would be sup-

ent day, but to the situation before WWII, and they

ported by a statement by Jacek, a foreman in a con-

do so in the context of their own biographical ex-

struction company, whose free-flowing narrative

periences. Traumas and turning points in person-

presented the reasons for his dismissal in the early

al life (e.g., death of a child, sudden death of a be-

1990s as a coincidence of two circumstances: the

loved spouse) also may push other experiences to

manager’s unfavorable attitude and the then poor

the background.

economic situation in the country. However, when
asked directly about the “transformation of 1989”

Fifthly, it seems that people who were not associ-

and the accompanying feelings, Jacek answered:

ated with any institution or company during the
transition period (e.g., those who were economically

[T]hat was a time when that unwanted man [not accept-

inactive at the time) usually experienced the effects

ed by me] was my manager. And I was really so busy

of the transformation in a less intensive way in their

with my problems that I didn’t care about the rest...

own lives and, therefore, sometimes do not mention

[I] didn’t care much...I was busy with myself...That’s

those events in their narratives, unless the conse-

why I won’t tell you anything about this topic. [W1/2]

quences of systemic changes were manifested in the
lives of their loved ones, for example, their spouse or
children. However, as regards people who were employed at that time, it should also be noted that the
effects of transformation, both those perceived as
positive and those felt as negative, were experienced
differently in different working environments. Obviously, the type of position occupied at work could
Kaźmierska and Schütze (2013:125) also mention the memory
of World War II, “still alive and dominant in the discourse of
biographical and collective memory.”
14
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The POLPAN survey regularly asks a question about the respondents’ degree of interest in politics. In 2018, a total of 17.2%
of all respondents declared that they were interested in politics
to a large or very large extent, 38.3% to a moderate extent, and
44.4%—to a small extent or not at all (weighted data). Among
POLPAN participants aged 72 and over, the percentage of respondents interested in politics was slightly higher, but they
were still the minority—the corresponding levels of interest
were 23.6%, 38.9%, and 37.2% respectively. In addition, in 2003,
the respondents were asked the following open-ended question: “Throughout your entire life, what was the most important political event for you, the one you felt or experienced the
most?” Despite the question wording, suggesting a reference to
personal experience, as many as 34% of respondents did not answer that question (Wysmułek and Wysmułek 2016). These data
prove that many Poles feel a sense of alienation from the world
of politics.
15
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At this point in the conversation, the narrator treated

transformation, which were raised by the narrators

his career problems (which were clearly the conse-

when talking about their experiences (about the

quence of systemic transformation) as an experience

events from their own lives). One common feature is

that was separated from the political and economic

that these threads were repeated in a relatively large

decisions taken at the country level at that time.

number of interviews. They all concern the sphere
of work and employment.

To sum up this part of the discussion: most of the
discussed biographical narratives revolve around

The Need to Make Career Decisions in

important events in personal lives or careers of the

Conditions of Great Uncertainty

narrators or their loved ones. During the narrators’
long lives, family ties often proved to be more sta-

The issues of the narrators’ occupational situation in

ble and guaranteed a greater sense of security than

the context of the political events of the early 1980s,

the changing social and political circumstances. In

the economic crisis, personnel changes in institutions

this sense, interviewees place the “grand historical

and companies, the labor market transformations in

events” at the margin of their lives. On the other

the 1990s, and the legal regulations changing with

hand, the interlocutors had either limited influ-

high frequency are present in almost twenty narra-

ence or no influence on the historical circumstances

tives. Many narrators were making important career

(WWII, post-war poverty, Stalinist years, economic

decisions at that time, and did so in circumstances

crises, etc.) accompanying successive stages of their

of considerable uncertainty. Some of them, seeing the

lives, but they had to deal with the consequences.

deteriorating situation in their manufacturing plant

In the vast majority of cases, their individual agencies

or fearing that the reorganization of their institution

manifested themselves in reactions to the “wind of

would be detrimental for them, voluntarily applied

history” rather than an active influence on the main-

for collective redundancies. Others, who had earned

stream course of events. In this sense, the narrators’

the relevant entitlements, opted for retirement or the

lives happened on the margins of “grand history.”

so-called early retirement. The legal regulations at

The political, social, and economic changes of the

the time facilitated such decisions; there was a sys-

1980s and 1990s do not generally seem worth incor-

tem of welfare benefits to help people who were only

porating among the central events from one’s own

a few years from reaching retirement age (Cichon,

biography, unless they had a direct, non-negligible

Hagemejer, and Ruck 1997). The narrators often pres-

impact on individual life courses.

ent their decisions as a combined result of the situation at work and other factors, for example, care du-

What Do the Narrators Talk About?
Dominant Topics, Situations, and Events

ties in the family (spouse’s illness, the need to help in
looking after grandchildren, etc.). A recurring topic
in the interviews is that of changing legal regulations

In this part of the article, I will present three selected

and uncertainty as to whether the moment of making

thematic threads concerning the period of systemic

a decision is good: in some cases, a difference of a few
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days or weeks had measurable consequences, for ex-

who suffered a stroke after receiving a termination

ample, it affected the amount of pension granted. In

notice (during a period of intense unemployment in

several cases, the narrators who voluntarily left their

his region of residence). Paradoxically, however, he

workplace to receive some kind of welfare benefit

considers this to be a positive fact, since he received

worked at the same place later, even for several years,

a disability pension as a result, which enabled him

usually on a part-time basis. Sometimes the manag-

to survive until his retirement. Another narrator

ers of enterprises and institutions tried to circumvent

had been working in a low-status job for several

the law to benefit the employees, as was the case with

years before his retirement. Although the narrators

the factory where Maciej was employed:

sometimes complained about the low amount of
pension granted during the transition period,16 none

Well, there was a transition period before retirement.

of them mentioned having a personal experience of

Because then the laws made it easier, no special effort

long-term unemployment or total lack of means of

was needed. The enterprise was officially declaring

subsistence.17

that it was eliminating this position, even though it
wasn’t true. Often, you would continue to work for

Personnel Changes, Interpersonal Tensions

five years in the same position. But, your certificate of

at the Workplace, “Helping Hands”

employment stated that you worked on another position or something. [W1/21]

The changes experienced by the narrators in the 1980s
and 1990s often had the “faces” of specific people who

Some narrators took up new jobs after retirement.

were involved. The themes concerning interpersonal

However, they do not talk about this as a turning

relations are very diverse. Some memories concern

point which marked a new and important stage in

antagonisms that appeared between the members of

their occupational path, but, rather, they view it as

the Communist Party (Polish United Workers’ Par-

an “add-on” to their previous career, driven by the

ty, PZPR) or official trade unions and supporters of

need to earn more money. Sometimes they were ex-

the “Solidarity” trade union (NSZZ Solidarność). In

posed to new organizational culture and work re-

several interviews, one can notice criticism of specif-

lations (often seen as inferior by the interviewees).
This was the case with Tomasz:
You know, in these private companies, the atmosphere
was completely different. No one trusted anyone, no
friendly relations. [W1/19]

However, interviews also include stories of dismissal or forced retirement, not accepted by the employee. One of the most dramatic stories is that of Jacek,
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“The amount of benefits was kept low. This was due to
a sharp increase in the number of pension recipients receiving
a pension between 1989 and 1991. Many people were already
sent to retire early before 1989 in order to reduce the extent of
latent unemployment. In view of such a large number of beneficiaries, it became impossible to maintain the level of pensions” (Ziomek 1999:63-64).
16

Sometimes the narrators mentioned such experiences in
relation to their children. Socio-economic consequences (especially those negative) of changes introduced in the 1990s
have been widely described in the Polish sociological literature; see, e.g., Beskid (1992), Karwacki (2002), Palska (2002),
Tarkowska (2000), Tarkowska and Sikorska (1995), Tarkowska,
Warzywoda-Kruszyńska, and Wódz (2003), WarzywodaKruszyńska (1998).
17
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ic people from the narrators’ immediate social circle

Tensions between employees may also have been

who joined the “Solidarity” movement, sometimes

caused by a sense of threat due to potential redun-

performing important functions there ; following

dancies or unemployment:

18

the changes of 1989-1990, some of those people took
up managerial positions in the narrators’ institutions

Well, later on, when the changes began, things

or enterprises. The narrators accuse these people

changed a bit. Things weren’t so nice anymore, there

of hypocrisy and double standards: in their view,

weren’t good relations at work, things were differ-

some of them had previously actively supported the

ent... An employee talking with an employee, you had

Communist Party, but when the political sentiments

to be careful what you say and to whom. [W2/6]

changed, they began to declare pro-Solidarity views
with zeal. Such people were also sometimes accused

The interviews also include memories of specific

by the narrators of denunciation, lack of solidarity

difficult situations connected with interpersonal

with other employees, attempts to make an easy ca-

relations during the period of change. Janusz, who

reer, making financial gains from being a trade union

came to Silesia to find work in the early 1960s and

activist, incompetence, or even immoral or illegal be-

joined the Polish United Workers’ Party to obtain

havior in private life. All the narrators who expressed

housing (“it was more of a room”), recalls the pacifi-

such opinions had been members of the Communist

cation of the workers’ strike in the Wujek coal mine

Party in the past, although—according to their own

shortly after the introduction of martial law in Po-

declarations—they were forced to join and were not

land (December 1981):

actively involved in the party.
At the workplace, even though they were colleagues,

Sometimes new executives and managers faced mis-

they would spit at my feet because I was a party mem-

trust not because of their specific political behavior

ber. [W2/11]

or attitudes, but rather because of their young age:
Barbara, the headmistress of a rural primary school,
Later on, when things changed, we went private [the

reported a situation when one of the teachers hung

enterprise became privatized], and the young peo-

a cross in the school. The narrator was summoned

ple were promoted and became our bosses. Whoever

to the municipal council to explain the matter. The

spoke English, knew about computers, and was under

whole situation made her so upset that she decided

thirty was promoted as a branch manager or a floor

to retire (it was in 1987). Another narrator, Aldona,

manager. Those people often lacked professional ex-

believes that her dismissal was facilitated by an un-

perience and, above all, life experience. [W1/21]

friendly colleague who presented a negative opinion about her to the new manager.

Although this is not always explicitly stated, all these situations seem to concern the so-called “second Solidarity,” that is,
the revival of the trade union in the late 1980s.
18

However, the research material also contains stories
about the narrators receiving assistance from friendly
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people or simply competent officials, or about human

more than ten interviews the narrators mentioned

bonds which brought about new experiences during

the liquidation of the manufacturing plant, the

the period of change. Elżbieta, a fairly high-ranking

gradual limitation of output and workforce, or the

official in the town hall, recalls a phone call from

privatization of the enterprise, sometimes involving

a friend of hers employed by the Social Insurance In-

a division into several or even several dozen compa-

stitution (ZUS), which helped her to retire at a favor-

nies, the plant’s assets being stolen or purchased by

able moment (as a result, her pension was higher ).

foreign capital. I will not provide here any quotes

This situation can obviously be viewed negatively

from the interviews because this type of narrative

as an example of a member of the former nomencla-

is widely known, and I will elaborate on this subject

ture using resources that were not available to others.

in the following section. The prevailing attitude to-

However, the narratives also mentioned examples of

wards those changes in the interviews is, of course,

support provided under more “democratic” rules,

negative. Comments on positive outcomes of such

also by persons representing various institutions.

transformation are very rare.

19

Teresa, a cleaning lady, received valuable help from
a legal advisor from the public employment services:

Of course, the three issues highlighted above do

following the advice, she wrote a letter to the Voivod

not exhaust all of the themes contained in the inter-

(head of province) and obtained permission to ex-

views. I decided to discuss only these three because,

tend her unemployed status for an additional year,

as mentioned earlier, they recurred in a relatively

which helped her to financially survive until retire-

large number of interviews, and they also provide

ment, taking advantage of unemployment benefits.

a good introduction to the last part of this article,

Tomasz, a technician in a construction company, was

devoted to the meaning of the events of the 1980s

offered a job in a private company after retirement:

and 1990s for the narrators and different ways of

the company was headed by a woman who used to

dealing with them emotionally.

work in his former workplace and who “wanted to
lished company.

The Biographical Meaning of the
Systemic Transformation Experiences

Turbulent Times for Factory Employees

How did the narrators see the significance of their

hire a trusted person” (W1/19) in her newly estab-

experiences during systemic transformation? How
The narrators who worked in manufacturing facili-

did those POLPAN respondents who mentioned the

ties often mention what happened to their enterpris-

transformation-related events from their own lives

es during the period of systemic transformation.20 In

incorporate these experiences into their biographies?

At least for some time, because later, as the narrator mentions, the legislation that made this possible was considered
unfair and a financial adjustment was made to the benefit.
19

This is also done by people who did not work in such plants,
but observed changes occurring in their place of residence.
20
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How did these experiences affect their sense of identity, the sense of life, or their own self-image presented
in a biographical story? What kinds of emotions are
present in those memories? I attempt to answer these

The Experience of Systemic Transformation in Contemporary Biographical Narratives of Older Poles

questions in this part of the article. Below I present

pressive aspects of the system, their own biograph-

selected “combinations” of the ways in which the

ical experience was sometimes so positive that they

narrators experienced systemic changes and how

played down any contradictory information. One

they incorporated them into their own biographies.

of the strategies to reduce the sense of participation
in a system that was morally dubious could be to

As I wrote earlier, many interviews lacked (exten-

focus on working conscientiously and minimizing

sive) references to events from the period of systemic

political involvement. That was the choice of Aldo-

transformation. Therefore, I decided to present here

na, who had been employed as a city clerk for many

only three—in my opinion most distinctive—patterns

years. For people like her, the change of political

that emerged from the research material, illustrated

and economic system represented a threat. Indeed,

with quotes from selected interviews. When making

the narrator was forced to retire early:

a choice, I was guided by the following criteria: (a) in
the chosen interviews, the material concerning the

[I] retired after I turned fifty-five. I mean, I didn’t want

experiences of the systemic transformation period

to, but it was the whole, so to speak, transformation of

was relatively rich, (b) the narrators spoke about the

these systems, and we were just... People like me, who

events in which they personally participated, (c) judg-

performed some functions, especially in the home

ing from the content and structure of the interviews,

affairs department. People always said it was a po-

these events were important for understanding the

litical department. That’s where various things were

biographical path of the interviewees.

arranged. Well, all of the people who worked there
were chased away. So I retired at the age of fifty-five

Life “Put into Question”—Two Versions

in 1990...I was very bitter because... I wouldn’t want to
show you all this, but I was a highly valued employee,

“Indeed, communism was repressive, but for many

I received awards. I was awarded the Knight’s Cross,

people, it was the home they had learned to live in.”

a Gold Cross of Merit, a Silver Cross. I collected the

This statement, attributed to Jacek Kuroń by Zbig-

Gold and Silver Cross of Merit in Warsaw. I was ex-

niew Mikołejko (2019:30), is a good reflection of the

tremely bitter, and my mother’s illness overwhelmed

experiences reported by some narrators. In partic-

me so much that I decided not to do anything. Leave it

ular, the communist system became a “home” for

the way it is. However, I still regret it because I did not

some people from peasant or working class back-

deserve to be thrown out of the picture just like this;

grounds, who took advantage of the educational

I had done thorough, honest work. [W1/6]

opportunities and social advancement, usually associated with membership in the Communist Party

As we can infer from the last sentence (and from

(PZPR), where such membership was treated more

other fragments of the interview, not quoted here),

or less instrumentally.21 Even if they noticed the re-

the narrator has not managed to deal emotionally

An interesting article on upward social mobility of women
in the Polish People’s Republic was written on the basis of

selected interviews from the discussed collection (Andrejuk
2016).

21
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with the forced retirement to this day. For her, sys-

ing in the past. He mentions meetings with former

temic transformation brought about a breakdown of

students in the interview:

biographical order, or—using Schütze’s terminology—a beginning of trajectory.

[T]here are such sentences that I hear. One of my former students would say: “Hey, you old commie.” But,

Also Feliks, a long-term director of a technical col-

many others say: “You are, or were, the foundation

lege and a member of the Polish United Workers’

of respect, and you promoted respect for the school.”

Party (PZPR), found himself in a situation where,

And that’s a beautiful end of my service as a teacher.

in the second half of the 1980s, his entire career,

[W3/4]

and perhaps also his life, was put under symbolic
assessment. As he recalls, he passed the “exam” at

There is no room for in-depth analysis of both in-

that time:

terviews, so I will try to provide a brief summary:
both narrators deeply experienced changes brought

[Y]ou needed to renew your appointment once every

about by systemic transformation. In their case,

five years. Towards the end of my service time I faced

these changes were associated with the end of their

a dilemma. I wasn’t sure if they would appoint me for

professional careers. Moreover, for Aldona and Fe-

another term of office or not. But, strangely enough,

liks, the arrival of the new system meant calling into

the “Solidarity” trade union at the school wrote a long

question the life path they had chosen, and under-

essay saying that, “he is the only guy.” The teachers

mining its value. The transformation-related chang-

approved it, saying: [the narrator’s name] will be the

es resulted not only in a change of the narrators’ sta-

headmaster. [W3/4]

tus on the labor market, but were also perceived as
an “attack” on the identity they had developed over

Together with the oldest school headmasters, Fe-

the years, with essential components such as solid,

liks was appointed to this position for an indefinite

reliable work done with commitment and dedica-

term. However, it soon became apparent that the

tion (“service,” as described by Feliks), as well as

new education authorities, related to “Solidarity,”

decency and making sure not to harm anyone. The

intended to cancel the previous arrangements and

narrators still defend this identity, also in front of

introduce a periodic assessment of all school head-

the the researcher who conducted the interviews.

masters. At that moment (it was 1991), the narrator
decided to retire. Since then, he has used his spare

However, there is another, more common form of

time to collect materials on the history of the school

“feeling at home” in the previous system. It was ex-

where he used to work and to write down his mem-

perienced not only by people who occupied mana-

ories. Some of those materials have been published

gerial positions during socialist times, but also by

as a book. During the interview, Feliks was most

those who worked in bottom-level positions and

happy to talk about his school and his past career.

were not PZPR members. This feeling is connected

One could get the impression that he is mentally liv-

with the stability of employment and, indirectly, sta-
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bility of life guaranteed by the communist system.

she recalled that before her early retirement the

One striking element in the collected narratives was

company had no other orders and, as a result, pro-

the long period of work in a single company or in-

duced potato graters, among other things. Although

stitution mentioned by the interviewees: this period

Lucyna is very brief here, the context of her entire

often stretched over 30 or even 40 years. The pre-

narrative indicates that the “potato grater” becomes

vailing pattern of an occupational career trajectory

a symbol of humiliation and a loss of the sense of

in the interviews is that of an “anchor” (Domecka

dignity enjoyed by the workers of what used to be

and Mrozowicki 2008). Quite naturally, such a long

a flagship plant in the Polish People’s Republic.

period of employment was conducive to various
relations with the workplace and the co-workers

In turn, Zbigniew, who was employed for many

that were established and then developed over the

years as a carpenter producing furniture and oth-

years. The feeling of attachment (to the workplace

er wooden products, talks about the construction

and to the workmates) was strengthened by the

of a new hall, which the employees volunteered to

emphasis on collectivism and the priority given

build without remuneration, and about the later his-

to the “common good” in the official propaganda,

tory of the cooperative:

as well as by the pride related to being part of the
modernization of the country in those years. In this

And the new plant was also in [the name of the

context, the “annihilation of communist order” (Gol-

town]...but it was a bit out of town. I had bad feelings

czyńska-Grondas and Potoczna 2016:25), resulting

about it. I had already left [the cooperative], but my

in redundancies in many enterprises and institu-

colleagues would go there to work. The plant was

tions or a collapse of those entities, and the desta-

nicely built in the 1980s. It went on until the 1990s,

bilization of the labor market, generated a sense of

they sold the plant to some private guy for little mon-

regret, humiliation, rejection, and “cancellation” of

ey. And selling was not that much of an issue, but that

important areas of people’s biographies. Perhaps

guy fired half of the people. He sacked them. Only

this also stretched onto the sense of identity which

a half of them stayed on, and then, whenever I met

consisted of such basis components as the belief in

colleagues, everyone complained. They said, “We had

having made a personal contribution to the success

put so much effort into it…” Well, we volunteered to

of the organization and a sense of solidarity with

build that plant, for free. We just had our regular wag-

colleagues.

es, and we, and we worked after hours to build that
plant. We would gather in groups... Well, we did vari-

The experiences of this kind can be illustrated with

ous things to build it as soon as possible, to... [Before]

the case of Lucyna. She had worked her entire career

[i]t was like this: there was a plant here, downstairs,

as a skilled worker in large and prosperous plants

there were halls, and people were living upstairs.

manufacturing aircraft, helicopters, and their parts,

Yeah, in the town, in the old buildings. And it was

for domestic and foreign markets. The narrator was

a bit dangerous already and, secondly, it was horribly

strongly attached to her workplace. In the interview,

crammed. When we built the elegant halls, that was
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quite a different story. But, we didn’t enjoy it for too

material, and cultural advancement to the “people’s

long. Things turned out differently. [W2/8]

rule,” are less inclined to criticize the Polish People’s Republic because this would entail depreciat-

Anselm L. Strauss (1959:93) called the turning

ing their attitudes and contradict the image stored

points to be “critical incidents that occur to force

in their memory.

the person to recognize that ‘I am not the same as
I was, as I used to be.’” The situation is different in

Disappointment and Unfulfilled Hopes

the case of narrators experiencing the feeling that
the value of their entire life was being undermined:

Some of the narrators were more or less active in

with the systemic transformation, their identity

supporting the changes in the 1980s, but felt dis-

was called into question by the changed social en-

appointed later. “Later” could mean very different

vironment.22 If they show nostalgia for the past, it

periods: sometimes the disappointment occurred

can be not only an expression of the trauma they

even before the first partially free elections in 1989,

experienced, connected with the sudden and radi-

sometimes it coexisted with intense unemployment

cal change (Sztompka 2000), or a tool for criticizing

and liquidation of plants in the 1990s, sometimes

the present (Mikołajewska-Zając and Wawrzyniak

emerged under the rule of the Civic Platform in

2016), but above all an attempt to defend their own

2007-2015, and sometimes appeared only recently,

identity and preserve their self-image. As Krysty-

after the Law and Justice party started to implement

na Kersten (2006:152-153; cf. also Synak 2000) wrote,

its program called “Good Change” (since 2015).

a positive attitude towards the period of the Polish

However, I will focus on the disappointments of the

People’s Republic could stem from defending the

first period of systemic transformation. An example

sense of one’s own life:

of a person with such experience is Antoni, who had
worked as a driver in a poultry plant for 37 years. In

To put it simply, those who believed in the commu-

the first minutes of the interview, he quotes an epi-

nist utopia, those who—after adapting to the un-

sode from his life, probably from the 1980s. Antoni

wanted, but real situation—were rebuilding War-

was told to take the office workers from the plant,

saw with great commitment, building Nowa Huta,

including the new director, “assigned” by the party,

according to their understanding multiplying the

to a propaganda meeting held in a nearby city. Un-

nation’s wealth, lifting Poland from centuries-long

expectedly, the director invited Antoni to join the

civilization backwardness, serving the society as

assembly (according to the narrator, the aim was to

doctors, teachers, developing Polish culture and

boost the number of attendees). During the meeting,

science, and finally those who owed their social,

the director told the participants about the need to
“tighten the belt”: they should not expect salary in-

In the article, I refer mainly to specific events that contributed to the emergence of this feeling among the narrators, but
the anti-communist public discourse is a separate issue: some
narrators argue against this discourse in the interviews.
22
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creases in the nearest future, but rather, unfortunately, price rises in the shops. Antoni describes the
follow-up events as follows:
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He finished the discussion, that’s all. I got up. And

despite repeated pressure, he never joined the PZPR

I started preaching to him! I addressed him as “citi-

party, but was a member of the “Solidarity” move-

zen,” as I had been taught. I couldn’t say “comrade”

ment. He says that during the period of systemic

because I wasn’t a party member myself. There were

transformation, party members working in the fac-

no “Misters” at that time [I could not use this word],

tory “turned tails.” But, soon Antoni gets emotional

there were only “citizens.” So I said, “Citizen Direc-

about what happened later to the plant. He sharply

tor, you know, I was taught that under socialism we

criticizes Lech Wałęsa and believes that the leader of

would achieve prosperity, and what kind of prosperi-

“Solidarity” cooperated with the communist regime.

ty is here? You are giving us one kilogram of meat per

The respondent also blames Wałęsa for not holding

month! Food coupons? Is this prosperity?! These are

the communists, especially the UB (Polish Secret Po-

actually survival rations.” Everyone applauded me!

lice) members, accountable. He accuses the new polit-

[He claps]. And one woman...she rushed towards me,

ical elites, as well as those who have taken over plants

kissed me on the cheek. I swear! They applauded me!

located in one of the cities of the region within the

The guys say, “Fuck, he’s gonna fire you now.” “No,

privatization process, of getting overly rich:

he won’t, I told him the truth!” Everyone knew it, but
nobody would say it because everyone was afraid...

Look, three guys grabbed that company and turned

[I] continued: “When I was a child, my sisters would

themselves into millionaires. And they don’t respect

take me to the forest, to pick blueberries, cowberries,

the people. [W2/2]

we would gather them. When the forest was getting
bigger and darker, and there were no blueberries,

Antoni’s outrage expressed in this fragment of the

we’d go back because there was a wrong track. Same

interview can be seen as echoing the media cov-

thing here: we went astray, stepped off the path to so-

erage because it cannot be a result of his personal

cialism. Socialism was supposed to lead to prosperi-

experience. However, the narrator also makes refer-

ty. But, there was no such thing as prosperity here.”

ences to the latter. The company he worked for was

That’s what happened, ma’am. [W2/2]

involved in the production and sale of chicken eggs.
The narrator is proud to point out that the output

From the very beginning of the interview, Antoni

was exported to Germany, Italy, and even Saudi

presents himself as a person who was critical of the

Arabia during socialist times:

then political system and who, perhaps under the
influence of an impulse, gained a great deal of civ-

And the plant, not really a plant [sense: relatively

il courage and acted as a people’s tribune, hurling

small], but, you know, they generated so much rev-

“the king is naked” directly in the face of the man

enue! Revenue for the government, but also people

who represented the authorities: socialism was sup-

from the village would breed chickens and sell eggs.

posed to look different. The interview does not pro-

The eggs were good because the breeding was wild.

vide much more information about the narrator’s

Later on, people set up these industrial farms, and the

anti-communism involvement. He emphasizes that

eggs weren’t the same anymore. [W2/2]
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When the narrator was retiring, the plant was al-

different societies, they always asked me to join in, to

ready in decline, and was subsequently liquidated.

keep an eye on things...to attend the party [PZPR] meet-

This makes Antoni bitter.

ings...I was always involved in things. [W1/3]

Similar feelings were expressed by Lucyna, the afore-

Lucyna quit “Solidarity” for several reasons. She

mentioned technical controller at the aircraft plant.

did not like the people who became members of

Yet her biography is more complicated. Lucyna was

the works council and she was discouraged by the

active both in organizations supported by the for-

disproportionately high salary of the union chair-

mer regime (Polish Youth Association, Polish United

man. As she says, she thought it was suspicious that

Workers’ Party, and Women’s League) and in “Soli-

the “Solidarity” members did not have member-

darity.” There is no clear moment in her biography

ship cards (perhaps she was upset about the lack of

when she would change her views; it seems that con-

transparency as to who is and who is not a member

tradictory ideological currents often simply coexisted

of that trade union). Much like Antoni, Lucyna ex-

in her life. The experience that could have tipped the

pressed her mistrust of Lech Wałęsa:

balance (but it did not) was the involvement of her
son, a student, in strikes at a university and the re-

I began to dislike Wałęsa’s rule. Everyone knows Wałę-

sulting need to hide from the authorities during the

sa, but you know what, I even started to suspect that

martial law. Lucyna says that during this period she

he’s not with us fully, not all the way. Whenever some-

not only faced the militia looking for her son, but also

thing was to happen, Wałęsa would get arrested. Why?...

took part in demonstration walks during the time of

[T]hey knew things earlier, he was always covered, not

night TV news shows (these walks were supposed to

by us, not by people, not by Solidarity, but he was shield-

show the authorities that the citizens did not accept

ed by the [communist] party. I didn’t like it. [W1/3]

the propaganda sent via the media). When asked
about her “Solidarity” membership, she says:

Both of these narratives come from the respondents
with a working class background. Both correspond

Of course, I always had to get involved. That’s how it

with phenomena which were discussed by research-

was. I always had the urge to get involved. When there

ers and journalists who analyzed the weaknesses

was Solidarity, ma’am, I was on the social committee,

and failures of the transformation process: mistrust

but then I quit Solidarity because I didn’t like it. I was

towards the elites among the workers, a sense of

on the [Solidarity] committee, and so on. From the very

distance from the actions taken by the elites, op-

beginning, I tried to help them organize themselves in

position to growing social inequalities, a desire for

the plant, help the people, because I always had some

egalitarianism, no acceptance for radical economic

volunteering in the plant, some kind of social work.

changes. As Domecka (2016:60) writes,

But, most of all, I was involved in the social sector—I or-
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ganized children’s camps, and kids would go there. All

[A]ll these changes hit mostly those who made them

kinds of things. And there were all kinds of unions,

possible. Solidarity, which started as a trade union
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and a broad social movement of people who wanted

And so it was. At first, under communism, when there was

a better life, became a political power valuing other

a delegation going somewhere, to a coal mine or a power

concerns over social justice.

plant, people would always sign to confirm that the delegation stayed three to four days longer. People would re-

In both cases, however, based on the broader context of

turn home, but would get the money to buy accommoda-

the whole interview, I believe that the experienced dis-

tion and per diems. That’s how people would earn [extra]

appointment did not cause a mental “latch” in the past

money. Maybe we should be ashamed of it today, but it’s

for these two narrators. Their lives go on, now filled

like this... You know, everyone did that. The engineer who

mainly with family matters and health issues, and the

went with that worker, he did, and some other employee

emotions associated with the transformation-related

did, too. It was customary to do so. [W1/21]

experiences return mainly when they watch TV news.
The plan was a sacred thing. There were so-called pro-

Fulfilled Hopes. Life Gets “Confirmed”

duction meetings and then things were discussed, starting with the foreman, everyone expressed their opinion.

Among the interviews analyzed here, Maciej’s sto-

“The plan is feasible, comrades, we just have to do the

ry is the most clear example of a successful adapta-

following…” And then the head of production would

tion to transformation-related changes (something

come and there was a casual conversation: “Boss, we can’t

he supported right from the start), which resulted

manage, we can’t do it.” “Look, there’s a plan, and there’s

in a sense of satisfaction and fulfillment. The narra-

an adjustment to the plan later.” And then the generator,

tor, born in 1940, completed a technical secondary

which was the apple of our eye, because it had a produc-

school and immediately took up a job at a plant that

tion cycle stretching over many months, was reported in

manufactured electrical equipment. He worked in

December as ready, but it appeared on the conveyer belt,

various positions there: as the “workshop planner,”

which is the final phase of the assembly, only in June of

fitter, foreman, until he retired in 2000. He never

the following year. It was all fictitious. [W1/21]

joined the Polish United Workers’ Party. In the interview, he repeatedly referred to examples of com-

Phrases such as “looking back, years later, we can

munist mismanagement and low ethical standards,

see” and “we should be ashamed of it today” point

which he knows from his own work at the plant:

to the critical reflection that Maciej has applied to
his professional past as time passed and new experi-

There were many different positions and even if

ence accumulated; this indicates that he performed

a lazy guy and a drunkard started working on the

his biographical work (Schütze 2016) to reconcile

floor, he was tolerated, up to a point. Then he moved

and internally integrate his own experiences.

to floor B, and the halls were numbered up to G. So it
took years for him to end up at floor G at the plant...

Maciej says that he was a member of two, if not

Looking back, years later, we can see that many of

three, Solidarity works committees. Asked by the

these jobs were superfluous. [W1/21]

researcher, he declares that he had no difficulties at
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work because of his involvement, but he earned the

tion of “imperfections” of the manufactured equip-

opinion of “the crazy guy”:

ment only after some time, once it reached the user.
The narrator views the changes positively:

Because they knew that when on the thirteenth day of
every month23 people would go out for a break and gath-

Maciej: Certainly, higher culture and completely differ-

ered at the main road, then nobody tried to stop me any-

ent products are being made now. They go out to the

more because they knew I’d go there anyway. [W1/21]

entire world and those are high quality products.
Researcher: And the atmosphere, the relations with

The narrator talks about the visits of “Solidarity”

people, was it better then, or perhaps it didn’t change?

activists to the plant, he also says that one of them

Maciej: It did change, it changed radically. There is per-

was even employed by the company as his subordi-

haps a different [=better] kind of respect for work and

nate for some time. When asked how he perceived

different care. [W1/21]

the changes that occurred in 1989, Maciej states that
he looked at them with hope, like everyone else, in-

Maciej also appreciates how the issue of overtime

cluding party members. “We all wanted something

has been resolved: in the past, employees used to

different,” he says. He adds, however: “Though later

depend on informal pressure from their superiors,

we said that was not what we had expected.”

but later the system was changed.

In 1990, the plant was sold to a foreign corporation

Summing up his career, which began under social-

and divided into companies; a few years later, fur-

ism and ended under capitalism, the narrator says:

ther organizational and ownership transformations
took place. Maciej claims that he personally did not

This is a plant that makes large electrical machines, so

feel threatened with redundancy during the pri-

[it produced things] starting from some kind of mo-

vatization period (although he acknowledges that

tors for traction, fans for railways, drives for genera-

others may have felt this way and confirms the re-

tors, and generators. Today, I am somewhat proud of it

searcher’s suggestion that the employment figure

because [power plant in] Bełchatów, all ten generators,

actually decreased) and that he did not experience

three hundred and sixty megawatts, that’s partly my

any stress related to change. He mentions training

work. Opole power plant, four generators, three hun-

courses where the new management taught employ-

dred and sixty megawatts... One, because there are...

ees to admit a mistake right away. This was contrary

Right now, I forgot the name of that neighborhood.

to the previous practice, when errors were hidden

There’s a piece of my own work in there, too. And in

and the plant incurred huge costs due to the detec-

Africa, and India, and China. And somewhere on the
Soviet ships that were built at the time. Because the

On December 13, 1981, martial law was imposed in Poland;
the situations of going out to the street, mentioned by Maciej,
were probably connected with the fact that the factory workers
commemorated that date.
23
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shipyard in Gdańsk, usually had... When you walked
along the waterfront, there was Ivan X, Sergei Y... It was
made for Russia because they apparently had convert-
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ed all their shipyards to work for the Navy. Civilian

***

ships were built by Poland. There is certainly a grain
of truth in there. The equipment, top class stuff, had

The above review of the narrated experience of the

to be bought in England, and so on. We didn’t produce

events of the 1980s and 1990s in Poland and the ways

it. But, we made generators for ships... Because a navy

of coping with them is not exhaustive, obviously, even

ship is a naval unit. So we made generators for ships,

if we take into account only the material from the inter-

and they are out in the waters somewhere, I don’t even

views that have been analyzed here. Other options are

know [where]. Apart from Antarctica, where penguins

also possible, such as the feeling of peace and satisfac-

walk around. I certainly won’t find my contribution

tion with one’s own choices despite them being called

there. But, otherwise, I can find it everywhere. [W1/21]

into question by the new reality. We can also find pragmatism that helps the narrators not to worry too much

Maciej says that when he retired, he said to the HR

about various turns and effects of transformational

manager:

processes, alongside a sense of being stuck in ambivalence with regard to the assessment of the past and

You know, I’m leaving with my head up high. I didn’t

the present, both collective and individual. Also, one

have any argument, no drunkenness, no theft... So I’m

can relatively often come across a firm view (positive

leaving the plant in peace. [W1/21]

or negative) on the outcomes of the transformation, despite having no significant personal experience related

His “departure with his head up high” seems to be

to the events of the 1980s and 1990s. As I wish to adhere

more than just a feeling that he did not break any

to the criteria set out at the beginning of this section,

basic moral principles in the course of his occupa-

I do not describe those alternative variants here.

tional life. This phrase probably also reflects the satisfaction with the systemic change that the narrator
expected and viewed positively (though not uncrit-

Conclusion: What Can We See through
the Prism of Individual Experiences?

ically). It also expresses satisfaction with being able
to adapt to the new working conditions in a changed

The author of the report entitled “Was It Worth

economic and social reality. Finally, despite verbal-

Changing the System?” writes: “The social conse-

ized criticism of the socialist era, there is also a feel-

quences of the changes taking place in Poland since

ing that the effort made throughout his whole career

1989 have been seen through the lens of individual

made sense, since the effects of his work can still be

experience” (CBOS 2019a:8). By this the author means

found in many places around the world. The expe-

that those who believe that they and their families

rience gained in the course of his life confirmed the

benefited from the transformation tend to assess the

accuracy and sense of Maciej’s life choices.

systemic change positively. Conversely, the respon-

24

dents who declare that the changes brought them
Piotr Filipkowski (2018) finds very similar “sense-making”
themes for work in shipbuilding in the narratives of Gdynia
shipyard workers.
24

more losses than gains tend to see the transformation
as a failure. The analysis of biographical interviews
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allows us to go beyond the “loss-benefit” dichotomy

from the media or social networks) rather than based

and to see the complexity and diversity of individual

on their own experience. Last but not least, the narra-

experiences mentioned in the CBOS report, as well as

tives of older people give an insight into the specific

different ways of incorporating them in biographies.

experiences related to the stage of life at which they

On the one hand, it makes it possible to see how these

experienced a radical social change. What is the point

experiences “work” today in some person’s internal

of doing all this? The answer might be pragmatic and

world and how deeply they are rooted. On the other

“academic”: to have a better understanding of elec-

hand, it suggests that many people may assess the

tion results, for example. However, I prefer a different

systemic change, or at least its first period, on the ba-

answer, even if it may seem somewhat pompous: in

sis of observations and external messages (coming

order to understand each other better.
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Appendix: Socio-Demographic Characteristics of the Narrators.
Characteristic
Gender
Female
Male
Year of birth
1922-1926
1927-1932
1933-1937
1938-1942
Place of residence—region of Poland (NTS 1)
Central
South
East
North-West
South-West
North
Place of residence—size of locality
Rural
Towns below 20,000
Towns 20,000-99,999
Towns 100,000-499,999
Towns over 500,000
Education*
Elementary or below
Basic vocational
General secondary
Vocational secondary
Tertiary-1: BA or equivalent / Post-secondary
Tertiary-2: MA, MD, or equivalent
Last job before retirement—socio-occupational category*
High level officials and managers
Professionals
Technical specialists
Technicians
Administrative workers and middle-level specialists
Office workers
Sales and service workers
Skilled manual workers
Manual workers in elementary occupations
Unskilled workers in services and trade
Farm owners
Business owners
No job that would entitle the respondent to retirement benefits
No answer

Frequency
28
21
4
17
13
15
10
8
13
10
5
3
18
6
7
6
12
16
8
4
8
6
7
2
4
2
7
6
2
2
8
3
2
8
1
1
1

* According to POLPAN 2013 survey data.
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